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A theoretical investigation is made on the parametric excitation of electromagnetic Alfven and hel-
icon waves by microwave radiation in a magnetoactive solid-state plasma, viz. , compensated germanium.
The Krook model has been used to solve the Boltzmann transport equation to find the nonlinear
response of electrons and holes in the highly collisional semiconductor plasma. It is noted that the
growth rate of excitation of the helicon wave is one order of magnitude higher than that for the Alfven-
wave excitation for the same set of plasma parameters. The excitation of the Alfven and helicon waves
for parallel propagation is higher than that for the transverse propagation of the incident microwave ra-
diation.

I. INTRODUCTION

There have been extensive studies on the interactions
of electromagnetic waves in solid-state plasmas for vari-
ous optical properties and reliable diagnostics of metals,
semimetals, and semiconductors. ' One may evaluate a
number of parameters from the dispersion relation of the
propagating electromagnetic waves in a semiconductor.
On the other hand, a number of collective modes may be
excited in a magnetized semiconductor plasma due to the
nonlinear interactions at relatively large amplitudes of
the propagating waves. Semiconductor properties may
depend largely on these excited modes.

In the presence of external electromagnetic fields of
moderate power density, the electrons and holes having
very small effective masses may attain relatively large
drift velocities in a semiconductor plasma. Consequently,
the cyclotron and plasma frequencies of electrons and
holes may be much higher than the angular frequency of
the incident wave. Thus, in the presence of an external
static magnetic field, two typical plasma modes, viz. , the
electromagnetic Alfven and helicon waves, may be excit-
ed by an external microwave radiation in a sample of the
semiconductor. To the best of our knowledge, there are
no rigorous theoretical studies on the excitation of elec-
tromagnetic waves by external microwave sources.

Usually the electromagnetic microwaves at the Alfven-
and helicon-wave frequencies are generated in solid-state
devices using the negative differential conductivity
(NDC) properties of semiconductors. This is called mi-
crowave generation by the Gunn effect. ' When the dc
(bias) field lies in the NDC regime, the semiconductor
specimen is unstable for the space-charge density pertur-
bations, where growth rate falls in the microwave range
of frequencies. This instability is the basic principle un-
derlying present-day solid-state microwave sources. '

The nonlinearities causing the NDC effect arise due to
the intervalley scattering of electrons, i.e., field-dependent
effective mass and effective electron-phonon collision fre-

quency of electrons. ' In the present paper we have stud-
ied the nonlinear excitation of microwave, viz. , Alfven
and helicon waves, through parametric instabilities in
semiconductor plasmas. We have considered two stan-
dard geometries, viz. , transverse and parallel propagation
of the pump wave with respect to the external magnetic
field. The appropriate kinetic equation has been em-
ployed to obtain the nonlinear response of electrons and
holes in the collision-dominated semiconductor plasma.
The growth rate of the parametric excitation of the elec-
tromagnetic Alfven and helicon waves for the parallel
propagation of the pump wave is higher than that for the
transverse propagation. We study the parametric in-
teraction of an external electromagnetic microwave with
a low-frequency electrostatic perturbation mode, e.g., an
ion-acoustic mode and the excited electromagnetic
Alfven and helicon waves which propagate along the
external magnetic field in a compensated semiconductor,
viz. , Ge. Since the semiconductor plasma is highly col-
lisional and since the Larmor radii of electrons and holes
may be comparable or even larger than the wavelengths
of the waves involved —the microwave, Alfven or helicon
wave, and short-wavelength ion-acoustic modes —we em-
ploy the kinetic equation, viz. , the Boltzmann transport
equation, for the description of the nonlinear response of
plasma electrons and holes in the magnetized semicon-
ductor. For the usual plasma parameters in compensated
germanium the growth rates of the parametric instabili-
ties generating microwaves turn out to be in the range of
Alfven- and helicon-wave frequencies in the semiconduc-
tor.

In Sec. II we solve the Boltzmann transport equation
to obtain the nonlinear density fluctuation associated
with the low-frequency electrostatic mode in the magnet-
ized semiconductor when the external microwave propa-
gates along the static magnetic field in the right-hand cir-
cularly polarized mode. To simplify the complicated col-
lisional term in the Boltzmann equation we employ the
well-known Krook model for this average effective col-
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f0
= n 0 (m, /2m ks T, ) exp( —m, u l2kii T, ),

where k~ is the Boltzmann constant and v is the random
speed of electrons.

By using the Krook model solution the collision term
in Eq. (5) can be written as

—ef',f0= . . Eu v+
ksT, (v i—coo+iko v)

—ef,'L Ei v+
ks Ts(v Ecoi+/ki v)

Ep VXC0

v —l cop+i k v

Ei vXcoc

V l COi + l ki 'V

where v is the average effective electron-phonon collision
frequency in the semiconductor plasma.

The linear response of electrons due to the incident
wave is obtained by solving the Boltzmann transport
equation, Eq. (5). To include the first-order effect of the
external magnetic field in the distribution function of the
incident wave, we take the distribution function in the
zero-order approximation of the unmagnetized plasma as—efoEo.v/ksT, (v ieio+—iko v). Thus, the linear dis-
tribution function corresponding to the incident wave,
the generated Alfven wave (co„ki), and the perturbation
mode (ei, k) including the effect of external magnetic field
in the plasma can be written from Eq. (5) as

ef0 E'V X Cocf = Ev+
k~T, (v ie—i+ik v) v i—e)+ik v

(10)

In the presence of an external homogeneous magnetic
field 8, the interaction of the generated sideband (co ik, )

with the incident pump wave (cou, ko) produces a force
varying with the frequency co. This force, known as the
ponderomotive force, amplifies and drives the low-
frequency perturbation mode (cu, k). Thus, a nonlinear
effect occurs in the low-frequency perturbation mode.
The nonlinear distribution function corresponding to the
low-frequency perturbation mode (co, k) can also be ob-
tained from the Boltzmann transport equation of the
form

Bt
+v Vf '+vf '=

2me

vXBp vXBi
EO.V„f, +E, V„fo + .V„f, + V„fu

C C
(12)

2me l COc

2(1+P)— P+ (1—P) u2
k~T, 2v

In a semiconductor plasma the average effective electron-phonon collision frequency is very large compared to the
frequencies of the microwave radiation, the generated Alfven wave, and the perturbation. Thus, we can reasonably take
the approximations v) coo i, ko i.v and v) co, k.v. Under these approximations the nonlinear distribution function cor-
responding to the perturbation wave (co,k) can finally be written as

r r

e foEo E, iku,fNL— 1—
2mekg Tev

l COc lCO+ 1 — (1—P) u —i(1 —P) 1—
V 3'

V
Vx Vy

—(1+P) k,
CO0 CO i V CO0 CO i

ko ki l~, ko+ + Vz (13)

The mass of electrons in semiconductors is very small. As a result, the electron-cyclotron frequency co, becomes
large compared to the electron-phonon collision frequency. Thus, we can take co, )v. Taking this approximation and
integrating Eq. (13), we obtain the nonlinear density perturbation for electrons associated with the low-frequency elec-
trostatic mode as

n pe Epy COc k0 2

n, "=- (1+P)
2m,2V4

kp

COO

k,
Ei (14)

Following the same procedure the nonlinear density perturbation for holes is given by

npe Ep co k kp ki
'

m,NL (1+P) —-
' E,

2m v CO0 CO i mh

In the presence of the external magnetic field the interaction of the electromagnetic incident wave and the electrostatic
perturbation mode gives rise to a nonlinear response of electrons at the frequency of the generated Alfven wave, which
is given by
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lision frequency in the semiconductor plasma. We obtain
expressions for current densities corresponding to the ex-
cited Alfven and helicon waves. Then we derive the non-
linear dispersion relation for the low-frequency electro-
static mode. In Sec. III this nonlinear dispersion relation
is solved to obtain expressions for the growth rates of this
three-wave parametric excitation process. The decay
modes —the low-frequency electrostatic ion-acoustic
mode and the electromagnetic Alfven or helicon wave
propagating along the external magnetic field —grow at
the same growth rate at the expense of the energy
delivered to the semiconductor by the incident mi-
crowave.

In a similar way, in Sec. IV we study the three-wave
parametric excitation process for the situation when the
incident microwave propag ates in the extraordinary
mode in the direction transverse to the direction of the
external magnetic field. We obtain the nonlinear disper-
sion relation and the growth rates following the pro-
cedures of the preceding sections. The numerical appre-
ciation of the results obtained in Secs. III and IV and a
brief discussion is presented in Sec. V. Finally, a con-
clusion is drawn in Sec. VI.

II. KINETIC ANALYSIS FOR NONLINEAR
RESPONSE OF ELECTRONS AND HOLES

We consider the propagation of a right-hand circularly
polarized electromagnetic microwave radiation (cop, kp) of
angular frequency coo and propagation vector ko in a
semiconductor plasma immersed in an external static
magnetic field (B,((kp~~z). The electric and magnetic
fields Eo and Bo of this incident electromagnetic wave
(the homogeneous pump wave) are described by '

Ep =Epexp [ i (copt —kpz—)],
Bp =ckp XEp/rpp

where

direction of the magnetic field, that is, E=—VN and
z.

In the presence of an external magnetic field the elec-
tromagnetic microwave whose frequency is less than both
the electron plasma frequency and the electron cyclotron
frequency, i.e., coo&co,co„may propagate either as an
Alfven-wave mode or a helicon-wave mode in the semi-
conductor plasma. The microwave whose frequency is
less than the electron plasma frequency and the electron
cyclotron frequency, and which propagates along the
direction of the external magnetic field with a velocity
that depends only on the field strength (B, ) and the parti-
cle density (np), is known as the Alfven wave. The
Alfven wave in this case is an elliptically polarized wave
that propagates in the semiconductor plasma with the
dispersion relation given by

ki =(~~i~/Vz)(l+ V /c )'

Ei„=iPE,

C01 COP

kl = E'L +
C C01 Q)c

(4)

The response of electrons of these coupled modes of
the three-wave parametric process may be obtained by
solving the Boltzmann transport equation

Here, Vz =B,/(4m n pm', )'~ is the Alfven speed in which
m& is the average effective mass of holes and P is the po-
larization constant.

The helicon wave is a large-amplitude low-frequency
electromagnetic wave which may be propagated in a
solid-state plasma under the conditions co, & co, and

mls, &co . Similarly, if the generated wave is an ellipti-
cally polarized electromagnetic helicon wave, the condi-
tion ~1 & co~, co, must also be satisfied. The generated hel-
icon wave propagates in the semiconductor plasma satis-
fying the following dispersion relation

1/2

EOx = &'Eoy

COO

I@0 ELc
co (]+co,/cop)

COO CO
2 2

+v Vf' E+ — V f'
Bt m, C

Here, eL is the lattice dielectric constant,
co~=(4nenplm, )' . is the electron plasma frequency,
co, =e8, /m, c is the electron cyclotron frequency, —e is
the electronic charge, no is the equilibrium electron or
hole density in the semiconductor, m, is the average
effective mass of electrons in the semiconductor, and c is
the speed of light in vacuum.

We now assume a low-frequency perturbation (co, k)
which may be present in the semiconductor plasma due
to an ion-acoustic mode or some other reasons. The os-
cillatory drift velocities of electrons and holes and the
magnetic field of the pump wave (cop, kp) interact parame-
trically with the low-frequency perturbation (co, k) and
produce a high-frequency sideband (coi =co—cop,

ki=k —kp}. We choose the low-frequency perturbation
to be purely electrostatic and is propagating along the

collision

where the superscript t refers to the total quantity in-
volved. The total velocity distribution function f' of the
electrons in this three-wave interaction can be expanded
as

f =fp+fp(cop kp)+fi(coi k]}+f(cok)

where fp, are the distribution functions corresponding
to the incident wave (cop, kp) and generated sideband
(coi, ki ), f(co,k) is the distribution function corresponding
to the perturbation (co, k), and fp is the equilibrium distri-
bution function taken as a Maxwellian distribution func-
tion at temperature T, :
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fNL Eo V„f +E V„fo'+ V„f
2m, v —i~, +ik, v c

(16)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate of the quantity involved. Using v) co„k, v, Eq. (16) reduces to

ie foE()yk@ ko m k kok m ico

2me k~ Te v &0 2k~ Te v coov k~ Te 2v
(17)

Using the relation for the current density we obtain the nonlinear current density due to the motion of electrons for
the generated Alfven wave

JNL e fvf NLdv

T

noe Eo k@ ko +—(x—iy} .
2m 2v2 co

(18)

Similarly, the nonlinear current density due to the motion of holes for the generated Alfven wave is given by

JNL
1A

k k +—(x iy)—.
2m& v

Substituting the expression for the nonlinear current density in the wave equation for the generated electromagnetic
Alfven wave we obtain

47Tl CO1.E —
(JNL+ JNL )

C

where D1 is the dispersion tensor and is given by

D, =k, I—k,k, (ci), /c )—7, ,

I is the unit tensor of rank 2, and the linear dielectric tensor for the generated Alfven wave is given by

(21)

2
COp mh

EL +
2

1+
COc me

2l COp

CO CO1

0

2l COp

CO CO1

2
COp mh

eL +
2

1+
CO me

EL

0

0

2
COp me1+

mh

(22)

Substituting the nonlinear density perturbations of
electrons and holes, Eqs. (18) and (19), into the Poisson
equation we obtain

noe iEO i
co co coik

n
4m, v c

e@=—(4me/k )(n, "—n ) . (23)
X (1+P) 1—

D,

m e X,
mp

(24)

Equations {20) and {23) represent two coupled equations,
which are to be decoupled and solved to obtain the non-
linear dispersion relation for the low-frequency electro-
static mode (co, k).

Using Eqs. (14), (15), (18), and (20) the nonlinear densi-
ty perturbations for electrons and holes, n, "and n&, as-
sociated with the low-frequency electrostatic mode are
finally given by where

me
X (1+P) 1—

D) mg

noe iEoy i copco~coik eiii
nh

4m,'v'c'

m e X,
mp,

(25}
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2
CO1

ID, I=-
C

COp
E1xx ~L +

COe

2
CO1

k, — E,
C

1+
me

4CO COp 1

2C4
e

(26)

where yo is the growth rate in the absence of the linear
damping of the decay waves.

Under the approximations, v&co, k v and integrating
the distribution function corresponding to the perturba-
tion wave (co,k), we obtain the linear electron and hole
density perturbation n, and n& given by

COpE'1' EL 2
CO1

me1+
mg

n, =(y, k /4me)@,

ni, =(yi, k /4me)@,
(31)

ko k+-
COp V

kp k,
COO CO 1

CO1
2

2COp
2

k, — ei„„+
C COe CO1

Now eliminating N from the coupled equations (20)
and (23) we obtain the following nonlinear dispersion re-
lation for the low-frequency electrostatic mode:

where the electron and hole susceptibilities of the semi-
conductor plasma, y, and yz, are given by

COp
1

co + 2lco
Xe

(32)

Pl/ID1I

where the coupling coefficient p1 is given by

(27) COpx=- CO + 2lCO

2 V

me

mg

I Vo /C, I co co, C, ei„
p, =

6 4 (I+P)
4v'c4

e me
X 1 — 1+ X,

mp mg

I Vo I
=eEO /m, co, ,

(28)

and C, is the ion acoustic speed in the semiconductor
plasma.

Thus, the dielectric function E'=E'L+J +g& can be
expressed as

~p co 2l co
2 2

e=eL+ 1 +
v v

me1—
mg

(33)

Therefore, with the help of Eqs. (26), (28), (30), and (33)
the growth rate of the instability yo in the absence of
linear damping of the decay waves is given by

I v„/c, I'~,'~', ~ic,'e„,
(I+P)

16V COC

III. GROWTH RATES OF THE INSTABILITY
me

X 1+
mp

3m,
m„' ~+Q

1/2

(34)

In the absence of the pump wave (coo, ko), Eq. (27)
would result in e(co, k)=0 and IDiI(cubi, ki)=0 which
represent the linear dispersion relations of the low-
frequency perturbation (co, k) and the generated Alfven
wave (coi, k, ), respectively. However, in the presence of
the pump wave the coupling coefficient p, takes some
finite value (p, AO) and the angular frequency co of the
low-frequency mode becomes complex. When the reso-
nance conditions co~=co cop f1=k kp are satisfied, we
can expand e and

I D, I
as follows:

CO —CO +ly

where

2CO

p p

C2

2COp
4

CO1
2

1 1
CO~ C C

1+
mp

(35)
2

CO1Q=e kL
C

4
8COp CO1

2

2
+ 1xx k1 2 1xx

CO~ C C

and X is given by Eqs. (26). The linear damping rates yL
and yL1 are given by

e=i(y+yL )(Be,/Bco),

ID I= (y+y„)(BID,I„/B,),
(29)

yL =Eg.
Er

BcO

(36)

where the subscript r denotes the real part of the quantity
involved, and yL and yL1 are the linear damping rates of
the low-frequency electrostatic mode and the electromag-
netic Alfven wave, respectively.

Using Eqs. (29), the dispersion relation, Eq. (27), gives
the following relation for the growth rate of the three-
wave parametric instability: r = [(r'+4ro')'" rj/2 .— (37)

Bcoi

where the subscript i denotes the imaginary part of the
quantity involved. The overall growth rate y of the insta-
bility is given by

(r+r )(r+r )=rl= i—BE'

CO BCO1

(30)

To obtain the growth rates yo, y, and yI of the three-
wave parametric instability for the helicon wave, the pre-
vious procedures are all applicable. We have to replace
only the propagation constant k1 of the Alfven wave by
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the propagation constant k', of the helicon wave, in Eq.
(4). Thus following the same procedures the growth rates
yp, y, and yz can be obtained by replacing k, by k1.

1 NL NLD, .E,= 2 (J„T+J,hT),
C

(
NL ~NL)4~e

(43)

IV. EXCITATION FOR TRANSVERSE
PROPAGATION

In this section we consider the propagation of the in-
cident electromagnetic microwave radiation (a&o, kp) in a
direction transverse to the direction of the static magnet-
ic field in the semiconductor plasma (kp~~x, B,~~z)

Ep =Epexp[ i (co—pt —kpx ) ]

where

(38)

Eo = —iyoEoy

2
COp

~o

COp CO&
2 2

CO0 CO& CO
2 2 2

1/2

(39)

2
COc COp

COp COp CO& CO

npe Ep E10 2

NL npe Ep E1 co, m,0 2

XT
2m v mh

(40)

where the subscript T refers to the corresponding quanti-
ty for the transverse propagation and XT is given by

XT=
kpk k, k,

P (Po+P)—
CO0

(41)

The nonlinear current densities in the generated Alfven
wave due to the motion of electrons and holes are given
by

noe'E'p, kok C

2me v cop

inoe Eo kok
JlhT

2mh v cop

CO

x—y
V

co mC e w+wx y

(42)

Decoupling and solving the coupled equations

Due to the nonlinear interaction of this incident wave
(cop kp) with a low-frequency electrostatic mode (co,k) in
the semiconductor plasma, the Alfven or helicon wave
(co„k, ) will be excited with parametric conditions
co, =co—

cop, k, =k —kp satisfied. The excited Alfven or
helicon wave propagates in the z direction and the low-
frequency mode is considered to be propagating in the xz
plane.

Following the same procedures described in Sec. III
the nonlinear density perturbations for electrons and
holes associated with the low-frequency electrostatic
mode are given by

we obtain the following dispersion relation for the low-
frequency electrostatic mode:

~T P1T~~D1~ (44)

where the coupling coeKcient p1T for the transverse in-
cident wave is given by

where

~ Vpy jC
~

copco co)kok C e(

4V COpC k

m e

m h

me1+ XTYT,
mh

X 1— (45)

2
CO1

YT k1 2 ~1xx
C

(46)

Following the preceding sections the growth rate in the
absence of linear damping of the decay waves and the
linear damping rates yLT and yL, T of the decay waves,
are given by

~ Vo /C
~

m ~ ~ikok C Ei
POT

16V CO0COC k

X 1+

lrrTI =v rs iT=0

where

m, XT YT1+
mg I'T+&T

1/2

(47)

2CO

P-, =
C

2

2COp

, , +&1&x
CO~ C

2
CO1k1-
C

2

2
CO1

QT=eL k, —
C

8COp 3CO1+61xx 4k 1 2 61xx
CO~ C C

. . . (48)

XT and YT are given in Eqs. (41) and (46), respectively.
Therefore, the overall growth rate yT of the instability
for transverse propagation is given by

r T
= [(rLT+4r oT

)'" rLT V2 . — (49)

To obtain the results for the growth rates yoT, yiT,
and y T for the helicon wave we have to replace only the
propagation constant k1 of the Alfven wave by that of the
helicon wave k', in all final expressions involving k, . The
expressions without involving k1 in the case of the hel-
icon wave are exactly similar to those in the case of the
Alfven wave.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSIONS

To obtain some numerical appreciation of the results of
the present theory, we have made a calculation of the
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FIG. 1. The variation of the growth rates (y) as a function of
~ Vo~/C, ~

for the following parameters in compensated Ge:
eL = 16, m, =0. 1m (where m is the free-electron mass),
mh =3m„v=5X10" radsec ', coo=10' radsec ', C, =10
cm sec ', n 0 = 10' cm, and B,= 10 ko for circular propaga-
tion and B,=50 kG for transverse propagation. The left-hand
side, lower scales, and dashed curves represent the growth rates
for parallel propagation, whereas the right-hand side, upper
scales, and solid curves represent the growth rates for the trans-
verse propagation. The lower two curves are for the Alfven
wave and the upper two curves are for the helicon wave.

growth rates of the parametric excitation of Alfven and
helicon waves by the microwave radiation propagating in
the direction parallel and perpendicular to the direction
of the external static magnetic Geld 8, for the following
plasma parameters in compensated Ge:

el. =16, me =0.1m,

m& =3m„v=5 X10" rad sec

cop = 10' rad sec

C, =10 cm sec

~ V„/C, ~

=O.Ol-l. O,

n = 10' —10' cmQ

B,=5—100 kG .

(Here m is the free-electron mass. ) The results of the nu-
merical calculations are shown in the form of curves in
Figs. 1 —3.

Figure 1 shows the variation of the growth rates as a
function of the normalized and directed pump-induced
drift velocity of electrons,

~ Vo~/C, ~
for different parame-

ters of interest, for excitation of Alfven and helicon
waves in both circularly polarized and extraordinary
modes of propagation of the incident microwave. The
growth rate increases linearly with

~ Vo /C, ~
for excita-

FIG. 2. The variation of the growth rates (y) with no for
~ Vo~/C, ~

=0.01 for parallel propagation and
~ Vo~/C, ~

=0.5 for
transverse propagation. The other parameters and
specifications are the same as in Fig. 1.

tion of both Alfven and helicon waves in both the modes
of propagation of the incident microwave. The growth
rates of the instability for the excitation of Alfven and
helicon waves in transverse propagation are relatively
small in comparison with those for parallel propagation
under the same set of plasma parameters. The growth
rate for helicon-wave excitation is approximately one or-
der higher than those for the Alfven-wave excitation for
both modes of propagation of the incident microwave.
The behavior of all the curves is almost similar.

Figure 2 shows the variation of the growth rates (y)
with the equilibrium particle density n Q for different plas-
ma parameters of interest for excitation of Alfven and
helicon waves in parallel and transverse propagation of
the incident wave. For parallel propagation of the in-
cident microwave the growth rate of the instability for
helicon-wave excitation increases faster than that for
Alfven-wave excitation, whereas for the transverse propa-
gation of the incident wave the growth rate of the insta-
bility for Alfven-wave excitation increases faster than
that for the helicon-wave excitation. The growth rates
for the excitation of helicon and Alfven waves in the case
of transverse propagation are relatively small compared
with that in the case of parallel propagation for the same
set of plasma parameters.

Figure 3 describes the variation of the growth rates for
the excitation of Alfven and helicon waves as a function
of the external magnetic field B, for different plasma pa-
rameters of interest for parallel and transverse propaga-
tion of the incident microwave. The growth rate of the
instabilities for the excitation of Alfven and helicon
waves in the circularly polarized mode of propagation in-
creases more rapidly than that for the extraordinary
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I

90
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)06

)05

creases with increasing the normalized and directed
pump-induced drift velocity of electrons,

~ Vo /C, ~, the
equilibrium electron or hole density n~, and the external
magnetic field B, in both the modes of propagation of the
incident microwave radiation.

The parametric excitation of the Alfven and helicon
waves by microwave radiation propagating along the
external magnetic field is higher than that for the propa-
gation in a direction transverse to the direction of the
external magnetic field.

The parametric excitation of the helicon wave is one
order higher than that of the Alfven wave in both the
modes of propagation of the incident microwave radia-
tion for the same set of plasma parameters. For typical
parameters in compensated Ge:

)05
5

iO4
17

FIG. 3. The variation of the growth rates (y) with B, for
~ Vo~ /C, ~

=0.01 for parallel propagation and
~ Vo~ /C, ~

=0.5 for
transverse propagation. The other parameters and
specifications are the same as mentioned in Fig. 1.

mode of propagation of the incident wave. The growth
rates in the extraordinary mode of propagation are rela-
tively small compared to that for parallel propagation.
The other characteristics of the curves in Fig. 3 are al-
most similar to those in Figs. 1 or 2.

VI. CONCLUSION

An electromagnetic right-hand circularly polarized mi-
crowave propagating in a compensated magnetoactive
semiconductor is unstable and excites electromagnetic
Alfven and helicon waves efticiently. The growth rate of
the instability for the three-wave excitation process in-

eI = 16, v = 5 X 10" rad sec

cop= 10 lad sec np = 10 cm

a, =10 1 6, I Vo, /C, l

=0.01,
the growth rates of the Alfven and helicon waves for the
parallel propagation turn out to be quite large ( —10
radsec ' for the Alfven wave and —10 radsec ' for the
helicon wave) and those for the transverse propagation
turn out to be quite small ( —10 rad sec ' for the Alfven
wave and —10 rad sec ' for the helicon wave). The
characteristics of all the curves are almost similar, i.e.,
the growth rate increases with

~ Vo /C, ~, no, and B, in
nearly the same manner.

Thus, we notice that for the usual plasma parameters
in compensated germanium the growth rates of the para-
metric instabilities exciting microwaves turn out to be in
the range of Alfven- and helicon-wave frequencies. From
this study it may be suggested that an experiment may be
designed in the laboratory to investigate the details of the
excitation of the Alfven and helicon waves through para-
metric instability and the results could be compared to
those in the conventional methods in the bulk semicon-
ductor. The details of the various aspects of the paramet-
ric instabilities might also be verified in the semiconduc-
tor plasma where the plasma parameters could be varied
over a wide range of values without much difBculty.
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